ZONE 1A

STAIRS TO ZONES GA, 2A, AND 3A

MALE TOILETS

FIRE EXIT

STUDY CARRELS

UNABLE TO FIND AN ITEM? TRY...

- Lowercase "q" in front of a classmark represents larger stock which is accommodated on separate shelves to the main sequence.
- Looking for a periodical? Periodicals are indicated by the letters per, and are also known as journals. The periodicals for Social Sciences are shelved in Zone 2A.
- Check the recently returned items area in Zone 1C and overflow area in Zone 2A.
- HF-HQ classmarks are shelved in Zone UGD (Upper Ground D Zone).
- Ask at the Information Desk on the Ground Floor if you are still unable to find what you are looking for.

Need help? Just Ask!

Library Services

Just Ask!